Instructions / Solutions
Prep

1. Designate a Location as 12567 Pearson Street. Post Print Out #2 on the “Door”. Make this
location separate from the start location where your teams pick up their first clue (print out #1)
2. On the Opposite side of that “Door” Post Print Out #2A (the knife and letter) – leave this for the
teams to find. Then leave one print out per team of the Key. The teams may take a copy of the
key and put it in their pocket but Print Out 2 and 2A must stay where they are placed.
3. Solution to Print Out #2A – The code is in the missing letters in the poem. The missing letters are
(C,E,C,I,L,I,A). This spells the name Cecilia. The teams need to convert these letters to numbers
based on their position in the alphabet (3,5,3,9,12,1). They should bring you a code with these
numbers to solve the puzzle.
4. Once Print Out #2A is solved hand them Print Out #3 and the Newspaper clipping
5. The Solution to Print Out #3 – They are to meet her at the Lakewood Community College
Theater at 7:38PM. The clues are in the locket found in the drawing room. The time on the
stopped clock and the first Article in the newspaper with Ann-Marie Gillen
6. Once Print Put #3 is solved hand them Print Out #4 and the Theater seating chart.
7. The solution to Print Out #3 – Seats Row C Seats 13, 14. The solution is found in two places. The
first is using the Name and Numbers from the first Puzzle. Celicila = Row C (the first letter) and
the numbers 5+9 = 14 and 12+1=13. The second location is on the Key.

Print Out #1
Detectives,
It is 6:45PM when you are handed a message from an out of breath courier wearing a brown suit pants,
white shirt and suspenders. He removes his hat as he runs into the station yelling, “Urgent! Urgent! I
have a message for the detectives!”. Once the message is handed to the detectives, he quickly takes his
leave. You read the note and immediately proceed to the address

Detectives,
I implore you to come at once to
12567 Pearson Street. There has been
an insurmountable tragedy. I
cannot speak of the details in this
letter, I must see you in person. This
is life or death. Don’t be long… I will
wait as long as I can…the clock is
ticking…

A.M.G

Print Out #2

12567 Pearson Street:
Upon arriving at 12567 Pearson Street you notice the front door to the house is open, a key is in
the lock. You remove the key and place it in your pocket. The front hallway is dark. You enter
cautiously calling Emily’s name. There is no response. The drawing room glows orange by the
light of an Oil Lamp. You enter to investigate the room and you are startled to find a turned
over safe, empty inside except for a small gold locket. Inside you find a photo of the College on
Lakewood St. The house is quiet…too quiet. You check the time; The Clock reads 7:38.
Suddenly the wind whips the front door closed behind you with a loud SLAM! On the inside of
the door you find a note hanging by a knife.

Print Out #2 A

Print Out #3

Detectives,

I knew you could do it…you are
much closer now. They will be
watching, and I may run out of
time. I have no choice but to go on
as expected. Find me using the clues
I have left behind. Report where you
are going and the time you are
meeting me to your Station. A correct
answer will deliver a final puzzle.
Solve this puzzle and you will save
my life!

A.M.G

Print Out #4

Print out #4

Detectives,

Outstanding work! I have every
confidence you will find those who
seek to end my life. They are here in
the audience, watching and
waiting. Find their seats and the
show will go on!

Ann-Marie

Hint: It is always best to go back to the beginning of a task. You have the Key. Start with the name with
numbers the same. The row will come first then STOP…at numbers two and three…and end with
numbers four and five.

C.14.15

